
WRITING A SHORT COMEDY FILM COMPETITION

Writing short films are a great calling card for a writer. Short films aren't a lesser form of cinematic storytelling. In fact
writing them requires the.

Comedy animation and musical shorts accepted! Start immediately. Straight in, no bs that will come later , no
dialogue until the absolute breaking pointâ€¦ Are the audience engaged? InkTip: Where producers go for
scripts and writers. Please only submit up to the first 5 pages. PDF format. Raise the stakes. Remove all
non-narrative essential elements. But remember: each entry requires an individual submission, application and
entry fee. If you imagine a few jokes or scenarios that always make you smile, what do they have in common?
The material submitted must not be encumbered by any obligation to, or option held by, a third party prior to
entering the competition. Feature screenplays longer than pages will not be eligible. If you have a revised draft
you want to submit, you will need to complete a new application. All decisions by judges, programmers and
organizers shall be made in their sole discretion and will be FINAL. I believe that if someone is spending
north of ten dollars a pop to watch my comedy, the more laughs they experience, the more effective it is.
Filmmakers whose films have been selected to be screened at Women in Comedy Festival are requested but
not required to attend the screening on May 4th,  Specifically, he argued that whenever my comedy strayed
from a more satirical bent, I was somehow lessening the impact of my own work. Enter the scene late and
leaving too early are great writing habits to get into. Enter scenes and start dialogue at breaking points. Great
characters are your throughline, your safety net. Correctly assume that your work will be seen by every
conceivable kind of person at every age. Sight gags can be differentiated from Slapstick, which is humor
involving exaggerated physical activity that exceeds the boundaries of common sense. The protagonists enter a
point of no return. Take a step back. The Women in Comedy Festival explicitly disclaims any liability or
responsibility for any comments, notes, or opinions expressed about a submission, whether by the WICF
judges or by its volunteers. Accepted entries include: a written pitch, a logline, a synopsis, an outline or beat
sheet. All genders are encouraged and welcome to submit. Should the film be accepted for screening during
the Festival, the filmmaker may have the opportunity to supply the festival with their most recent version,
given extreme extenuating circumstances such as a corrupted file. The conversation got me thinking more
deeply about why I felt that way. Who is that guy on the boat? All ownership and rights to the scripts
submitted to this contest remains with the original rights holders until and unless other agreements are made.
Smugness kills the relationship with the audience. Rule 1. Observe the set-up. Screenplay winners will also
have their logline featured in InkTip Magazine. If a writing team is chosen as a winner, prizes will be given to
the person who submits the project. The Set-up. Why take the risk with that, or many other non-narrative
essential elements? Jack has been in a fight, his lip is cut, she wipes the blood clean off of it, he looks at her,
the scene ends. Acts in short films, which work, tend to be three in number, and are not, necessarily, evenly
spaced. All material submitted to other competitions or contests are eligible. They must deal with the problem
or face dire circumstances, consequences, shitty situations and ultimate hardship. Formatting is taken into
consideration in judging. Review Festival.


